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Lot: 1
NINE CARAT GOLD INGOT
PENDANT in unmarked gold
mount and on nine carat gold
chain, total weight approximately
27.2 grams 
Estimate: £200.00 - £250.00

Lot: 2
THREE BLUE AND WHITE
SAPPHIRE CLUSTER RINGS all
in nine carat gold (3) 
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 3
TWO NINE CARAT GOLD
SIGNET RINGS one set with
black agate and mother of pearl;
plus a gem set unmarked gold
eternity ring (3) 
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 4
TWO DIAMOND SET RINGS the
cluster ring in eighteen carat gold
and platinum and the solitaire in
nine carat gold, ring sizes O and
L-M respectively (2) 
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 5
COLLECTION OF VICTORIAN
AND LATER JEWELLERY
including a Victorian silver locket;
Victorian nine carat gold
mourning brooch; eighteen carat
gold single stone ring; two
Victorian teethers one with ivory
and the other with mother of
pearl attachment, both with silver
bell rattle; plus further brooches,
pins, rings, etc. 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 6
FOUR VARIOUS RINGS three
set with gem stones, on rolled
gold, silver and gilt shanks (4) 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 7
TOURMALINE AND OPAL
CLUSTER RING on fourteen
carat gold shank, ring size N 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 8
JADE AND DIAMOND DRESS
RING on fourteen carat gold
shank with attractive twist setting,
ring size M-N 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 9
PAIR OF SILVER AND ENAMEL
CUFFLINKS the rectangular
enamel panels decorated with
race horses and jockeys, in box 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 10
DIAMOND SET BANGLE in nine
carat gold 
Estimate: £120.00 - £140.00

Lot: 11
NINE CARAT GOLD CASED
'EVERITE' LADIES WATCH
fifteen jewel movement, on nine
carat gold plated expanding wrist
strap, circa 1940s 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 12
TURQUOISE SET SILVER
BANGLE the three oval turquoise
sections set to the wide tapering
bangle, with further raised scroll
decoration 
Estimate: £50.00 - £60.00
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Lot: 13
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND
TRIPLE CLUSTER RING on
eighteen carat white gold shank
with twist setting, ring size S 
Estimate: £300.00 - £350.00

Lot: 14
SELECTION OF NINE CARAT
GOLD JEWELLERY comprising
a diamond set heart shaped
pendant, a Saint Christopher
pendant, and five neck chains, in
all approximately 7 grams 
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 15
COLLECTION OF SILVER
JEWELLERY comprising a
smoky quartz pendant, two ingot
pendants, a Bible shaped locket
pendant, a stag decorated
brooch and various neck chains 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 16
EMERALD AND DIAMOND
RING the central round cut
emerald approximately 0.81cts
flanked by diamond set
shoulders, on platinum shank,
ring size M 
Estimate: £1,200.00 - £1,400.00

Lot: 17
THREE NINE CARAT GOLD
PENDANTS comprising a
diamond set oval locket, one
pierced octagonal example with
the initial 'M' to the centre, and
another with a gem set calendar
for the month of May, one on
gold chain, total weight
approximately 14.7 grams 
Estimate: £100.00 - £140.00

Lot: 18
EMERALD AND DIAMOND
CLUSTER RING on nine carat
gold shank, the central emerald
approximately 0.5cts in surround
of diamonds totalling
approximately 0.5cts, ring size M-
N 

Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 19
RUBY AND DIAMOND
CLUSTER RING on fourteen
carat white gold shank, the
central ruby approximately 3cts in
double diamond surround, ring
size M 
Estimate: £500.00 - £550.00

Lot: 20
DIAMOND HALF ETERNITY
RING the ten channel set
diamonds totalling approximately
0.25cts, in nine carat gold, ring
size M 
Estimate: £160.00 - £180.00

Lot: 21
CONTINENTAL SILVER
BANGLE with raised motif
decoration overall 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 22
DIAMOND ETERNITY RING of
wavy design, in eighteen carat
white gold, ring size K-L 
Estimate: £100.00 - £120.00

Lot: 23
DIAMOND HALF ETERNITY
RING in eighteen carat gold, the
eleven diamonds totalling
approximately 0.28cts, ring size
M  
Estimate: £160.00 - £180.00
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Lot: 24
VICTORIAN MOURNING
BROOCH with seed pearl, agate
and enamel decoration, the
reverse inscribed ' The Revd.
Wm. Fleming A.M. died the 18th
Dec. 1845. Aged 69' 
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 25
CITRINE LINE BRACELET the
pear cut citrines set in eighteen
carat gold 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 26
OPAL AND DIAMOND DRESS
RING the central oval cabochon
opal flanked by diamond set
shoulders, on unmarked white
gold shank, ring size N-O 
Estimate: £70.00 - £90.00

Lot: 27
CZ SET NINE CARAT GOLD
BANGLE the channel set CZ
stones in wishbone setting 
Estimate: £130.00 - £150.00

Lot: 28
SIX LARGE SILVER PENDANTS
including stone and turquoise set
examples (6) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 29
RIVER PEARL NECKLACE with
nine carat gold clasp,
approximately 41.5cm long 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 30
AMETHYST AND DIAMOND
CLUSTER RING on nine carat
gold shank, ring size L-M 
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 31
ASSORTMENT OF COSTUME
JEWELLERY  including various
beaded necklaces, earrings,
ladies wristwatch, bracelets, etc  
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 32
EMERALD CUT RUBY
PENDANT the ruby
approximately 1ct in eighteen
carat white gold and on eighteen
carat white gold chain 
Estimate: £650.00 - £700.00

Lot: 33
RIVER PEARL AND LAPIS
LAZILI NECKLACE with eighteen
carat gold clasp and spacers,
approximately 39cm long 
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 34
AMBER PENDANT on fancy link
twist chain, the large amber piece
weighing approximately 14.8
grams  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 35
AQUAMARINE AND DIAMOND
DRESS RING the oval cut
aquamarine approximately
2.57cts flanked by diamond set
shoulders, on eighteen carat
white gold shank, ring size J-K 
Estimate: £650.00 - £700.00
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Lot: 36
ATTRACTIVE ALEXANDRITE
BAR BROOCH in nine carat gold 
Estimate: £100.00 - £120.00

Lot: 37
ASSORTMENT OF COSTUME
JEWELLERY including various
gold effect necklaces, earrings,
bracelets and a variety of
different brooches, etc 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 38
PAIR OF PETER HERTZ
SILVER GILT AND ENAMEL
EARRINGS with similar design
brooch, all in the form of flower
heads with white enamel petals
(3) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 39
DIAMOND SET UNMARKED
GOLD DRESS RING ring size M-
N 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 40
EDWARDIAN STYLE DIAMOND
AND SAPPHIRE DRESS RING
set in eighteen carat gold and
platinum, ring size P-Q  
Estimate: £150.00 - £170.00

Lot: 41
JADE AND DIAMOND DRESS
RING the central jade stone
flanked by diamond set
shoulders, on nine carat gold
shank, ring size Q-R 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 42
PAIR OF JADE EARRINGS the
oval jade stones in pierced
unmarked gold mounts 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 43
DIAMOND THREE STONE RING
the diamonds totalling
approximately 0.65cts, on
eighteen carat white gold shank,
ring size L 
Estimate: £350.00 - £400.00

Lot: 44
PAIR OF DIAMOND SET
EIGHTEEN CARAT WHITE
GOLD DROP EARRINGS the
diamond set sections suspended
from white gold chains 
Estimate: £90.00 - £110.00

Lot: 45
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND
RING the central marquise cut
sapphire approximately 1.4cts
flanked by three diamonds to
each side, on eighteen carat
white gold shank, ring size L-M 
Estimate: £300.00 - £350.00

Lot: 46
SPARE LOT 

Lot: 47
WALTHAM GOLD PLATED
POCKET WATCH with top
winder, black Roman numerals
and subsidiary dial on white
enamel 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00
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Lot: 48
PAIR OF DIAMOND CLUSTER
STUD EARRINGS the heart
shaped earrings in nine carat
gold 
Estimate: £100.00 - £120.00

Lot: 49
AMETHYST AND DIAMOND
CLUSTER DRESS RING in
fourteen carat white gold, the
central oval cut amethyst
approximately 5.8cts in diamond
surround and with further
diamonds to the split shoulders,
ring size M 
Estimate: £450.00 - £500.00

Lot: 50
NATURAL STAR RUBY DRESS
RING the cabochon ruby
approximately 8.35cts in gold
rope twist design surround, in
eighteen carat gold, ring size P 
Estimate: £380.00 - £420.00

Lot: 51
PAIR OF CIRCULAR JADE
EARRINGS in unmarked gold
mounts 
Estimate: £200.00 - £250.00

Lot: 52
PAIR OF SILVER AND ENAMEL
CUFFLINKS the four oval enamel
panels depicting the vices of
man, in box 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 53
CAMEO DRESS RING depicting
a female profile, set in highly
decorative nine carat gold mount,
ring size J-K 
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 54
SILVER CHARM BRACELET set
with various articulated and other
charms, including windmill, cash
register, cat, horseshoe, etc.  
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 55
JADE AND NINE CARAT GOLD
PENDANT the circular jade piece
with gold Chinese character to
the centre, on nine carat gold
chain 
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 56
AQUAMARINE AND DIAMOND
CLUSTER RING the central oval
cut aquamarine approximately
1.1cts in double diamond
surround, on nine carat gold
shank, ring size M-N 
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 57
ATTRACTIVE CEYLON
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND
CLUSTER RING the central
sapphire approximately 1.5cts in
diamond surround totalling
approximately 0.53cts, on
eighteen carat white gold shank
with split shoulders, ring size M 
Estimate: £1,100.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 58
FIVE VARIOUS PAIRS OF
EARRINGS including a pair of
gem set nine carat gold studs
and four pairs of gem set and
other silver drop earrings 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00
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Lot: 59
PAIR OF SILVER AND ENAMEL
CUFFLINKS the circular enamel
panels depicting fox heads on a
green ground, in box 
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 60
DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
PENDANT the round brilliant cut
diamond approximately 0.25cts,
in eighteen carat gold and with
eighteen carat gold chain 
Estimate: £420.00 - £480.00

Lot: 61
PAIR OF SILVER CUFFLINKS
with horse and jockey decoration
, in box 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 62
DIAMOND AND GREEN GLASS
CROSS PENDANT set in ten
carat gold, 2.8cm x 1.6cm 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 63
TWO PAIRS OF MARCASITE
AND GEM SET DROP
EARRINGS both in silver 
Estimate: £25.00 - £35.00

Lot: 64
GENTLEMAN'S SILVER CASED
WRISTWATCH marked 'Glow
Worm', with black Arabic
numerals on white enamel,
subsidiary dial, Swiss movement,
the inner case marked 925 and
London date letter for 1913, with
later leather strap 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 65
DIAMOND NINE STONE DRESS
RING set in unmarked gold, ring
size N 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 66
SPARE LOT 

Lot: 67
SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL
BRACELET with varying
triangular links; and a Swarovski
necklace, the graduated pearl
necklace with central Swarovski
crystal set ball and further
crystals to the clasp (2) 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 68
RED AND WHITE GEM SET
CLUSTER RING on nine carat
gold shank, ring size N-O 
Estimate: £35.00 - £45.00

Lot: 69
COLLECTION OF JADE
comprising two jade bangles, a
jade pendant with nine carat gold
mount and Chinese character
mark decoration, and a heart
shaped jade piece; plus two
loose oval cabochon moonstones
(6) 
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Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 70
UNMARKED GOLD MOURNING
BROOCH the central glazed
panel in gold surround with
embossed motif decoration 
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 71
MULTI DIAMOND SET DRESS
RING the pave set diamonds in
teardrop shaped setting totalling
approximately 0.63cts, in
eighteen carat white gold, ring
size M-N 
Estimate: £550.00 - £600.00

Lot: 72
COLLECTION OF COSTUME
JEWELLERY including brooches,
beaded necklaces, pendants,
earrings, etc  
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 73
VICTORIAN CAMEO SWIVEL
LOCKET/BROOCH depicting
muse with lyre, with decorative
pinchbeck mount, 5.2cm high x
4.5cm wide 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 74
PAIR OF DIAMOND STUD
EARRINGS in eighteen carat
white gold, the round brilliant cut
diamonds totalling approximately
0.6cts 
Estimate: £540.00 - £580.00

Lot: 75
PERIDOT AND DIAMOND
CLUSTER RING the central
cushion cut peridot approximately
2.5cts in diamond surround and
with further diamonds to the
shoulders, in fourteen carat rose
gold 
Estimate: £450.00 - £500.00

Lot: 76
TWO STORM WRISTWATCHES
both with stainless steel bracelet
straps, one with grey dial and the
other with a metallic green dial
(2) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 77
DIAMOND AND PINK TOPAZ
CLUSTER DRESS RING the
pear cut topaz in diamond
surround, on nine carat gold
shank, ring size Q 
Estimate: £100.00 - £120.00

Lot: 78
RUBY AND DIAMOND DRESS
RING set in eighteen carat gold,
ring size Q 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 79
SELECTION OF SILVER
JEWELLERY comprising an
agate set silver bar brooch, two
silver gate bracelets with padlock
attachments, a floral filigree
brooch, two silver pendants, and
a boxed necklace and earring set
of rose design and set with
marcasite  
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 80
CEYLON SAPPHIRE AND
DIAMOND RING the pear cut
sapphire approximately 1.66cts
flanked by tapering baguette cut
diamonds totalling approximately
0.22cts to the shoulders, on
eighteen carat white gold shank,
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ring size L 
Estimate: £600.00 - £700.00

Lot: 81
UNUSUAL SOUTH SEA PEARL
AND DIAMOND DRESS RING
the central pearl surrounded by
round and baguette cut diamonds
totalling approximately 6cts, in
eighteen carat gold, ring size O 
Estimate: £4,000.00 - £5,000.00

Lot: 82
TWO SILVER BROOCHES one
in the form of a butterfly and the
other a dragonfly, both set with
marcasite and with wings divided
into colourful sections (2) 
Estimate: £45.00 - £55.00

Lot: 83
COLLECTION OF VINTAGE
JEWELLERY including a pearl
necklace with gold spacers,
rings, enamel decorated bangle,
mourning brooch, seal, etc. 
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 84
PEARL AND CORAL
NECKLACE with gilt disc, star
and butterfly spacers; and a pair
of matching coral earrings with
butterfly detail 
Estimate: £25.00 - £30.00

Lot: 85
JADE AND DIAMOND DRESS
RING the central jade stone
flanked by diamonds, on nine
carat gold shank, ring size V 
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 86
THREE STONE SET DRESS
RINGS including diamond and
garnet, all set in nine carat gold,
ring sizes J-K, O and O-P 
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 87
PAIR OF DIAMOND STUD
EARRINGS in eighteen carat
white gold, the round brilliant cut
diamonds totalling approximately
0.77cts 
Estimate: £950.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 88
LARGE DIAMOND SET CROSS
PENDANT the multi diamonds
totalling approximately 1.5cts, in
nine carat gold, 5.6cm high
excluding suspension loop 
Estimate: £300.00 - £350.00

Lot: 89
COLLECTION OF VINTAGE
COSTUME JEWELLERY
includes bead necklaces, citrine
fob, stud set with box, sovereign
case, carved ivory pendant
necklace and carved ivory floral
segment bangle, carved bone
necklace, brooches and buckles,
1 box 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 90
COLLECTION OF JEWELLERY
comprising an Egyptian style
bangle with enamelled scarab
and Pharaoh decoration, a
pierced gilt pendant with pearl
drop to the centre, a gold plated
locket pendant, a pair of earrings,
cufflinks, and a filigree bow
design brooch 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 91
DIAMOND THREE STONE RING
the central emerald cut diamond
approximately 0.91cts flanked by
triangular diamonds to each side,
the eighteen carat white gold
shank tapering at the shoulders,
ring size M-N 
Estimate: £2,500.00 - £3,000.00

Lot: 92
AQUAMARINE AND SMOKY
QUARTZ DRESS RINGS both
set in gold, ring sizes N and M
respectively 
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00
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Lot: 93
COLLECTION OF JEWELLERY
including a pair of silver and
mother of pearl cufflinks with
matching tie pin; a marcasite and
silver necklace; a gem set silver
bangle; silver and other pendants
and chains; and a Chinese agate
set bracelet section 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 94
SELECTION OF COSTUME
JEWELLERY including
rhinestone set brooches, cultured
pearl necklaces, enamel badges,
bead necklaces, pendants, neck
chains, etc., 1 box 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 95
UNUSUAL OPAL AND
DIAMOND DROP PENDANT the
faceted opal in multi diamond
surround, in eighteen carat white
gold and on eighteen carat white
gold chain 
Estimate: £950.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 96
SILVER ROLEX LINK
NECKLACE 48cm long and
approximately 49.7 grams 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 97
PAIR OF RUBY AND DIAMOND
DROP EARRINGS the pear cut
rubies below diamonds, in
eighteen carat white gold 
Estimate: £1,400.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 98
PAIR OF FOURTEEN CARAT
GOLD EARRINGS with pierced
Greek key decoration, a pink
gem set silver ring, and a chain
link necklace with drop front
section set with clear stones 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 99
DIAMOND AND EMERALD
FLORAL DRESS RING set in
nine carat gold, ring size R 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 100
LARGE CORAL NECKLACE with
magnetic ball clasp; and a
matching pair of coral drop
earrings 
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 101
THREE VICTORIAN LADY'S
SILVER CASED FOB WATCHES
two with Roman numerals laid on
silvered dials, the other with
black Roman numerals on white
enamel dial with key, all with
engraved decoration to cases 
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 102
SEVEN PAIRS OF SILVER
EARRINGS of various designs,
including elaborate drop earrings,
stud earrings and enamel set
examples  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 103
DIAMOND LINE BRACELET in
eighteen carat white gold, the
diamonds totalling approximately
5cts 
Estimate: £4,200.00 - £4,400.00
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Lot: 104
COLLECTION OF POCKET AND
FOB WATCH MOVEMENTS
most with white enamel dials,
one marked 'Chronograph Centre
Seconds by Thos., Russell & Son
99496', another 'The Arundel
English Lever. J.G. Graves
Sheffield' and another by H
Samuel Manchester numbered
'74382'; one of the fob watch
movements by Elgin National
Watch Company and numbered
'5390762'; and a silver plated
pocket watch (13) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 105
COLLECTION OF POCKET
WATCH MOVEMENTS including
'Brillman London 120654',
'S.Houghton Liverpool 61474',
'S.Lichtenstein Manchester
120654', 'G.E.Sheperdson
Middlesbro' on Tees 90116',
'H.Samuel Manchester 164204',
'John Forrest London 21603',
'Moorgate & Co. London
3/31447', 'Sanderson Edinburgh
110653', 'Lancashire Watch
Co.Ltd. London & Prescot
207160', 'James Crichton 84
Argyle Street Glasgow 34722',
'M.Phillips Aldershot 1093', and
an Elgin half hunter pocket watch
(14) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 106
MARCASITE AND MOTHER OF
PEARL CROSS PENDANT in
silver and on silver chain; plus a
faceted blue stone set silver
necklet (2) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 107
MARQUISE CUT DIAMOND
SOLITAIRE RING in eighteen
carat gold twist setting, the
certified diamond approximately
1.34cts, ring size M 
Estimate: £2,600.00 - £3,000.00

Lot: 108
COLLECTION OF VINTAGE
LADY'S AND GENTLEMAN'S
WATCHES AND WATCH
MOVEMENTS including a
fourteen carat gold cased watch
on expanding bracelet strap,
makes include Breitling, Cyma,
Bentima Star, Berg Parat, Rotary,
Tavannes and Lyra Watch (16) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 109
COLLECTION OF COSTUME
JEWELLERY  including pearl
effect necklaces, gold effect
perfume bottle pendent plus
various other bracelets, earrings
and brooches 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 110
TWO VICTORIAN SILVER
CASED POCKET WATCHES
sizes differ, both with Roman
numerals laid on silvered dials
and with subsidiary dials, London
1881 and 1888 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 111
COLLECTION OF COSTUME
JEWELLERY including beaded
and gold effect necklaces, silver
jubilee Elizabeth II coin fashioned
into a necklace plus various other
brooches, bracelets, earrings, etc
 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 112
- 117 SPARE LOTS 

Lot: 118
GEORGE VI SILVER
CIGARETTE CASE with engine
turned decoration, Birmingham
1939, 8.2cm x 9cm, and a period
plated hip flask (2) 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00
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Lot: 119
'R.M.S. APPAM' INTEREST - a
silver and enamel cigarette case,
with enamelled pennant of the
British & African Steam
Navigation Society Limited (Elder
Dempster) and engraved
'Souvenir of voyage by
R.M.S.Appam', Walker & Hall
Sheffield 1915, 9.5cm x 6.7cm
Note: In January 1916 the
R.M.S.Appam was captured
while on a voyage from South
Africa to Liverpool by the German
commerce raider 'Moewe'. Its'
crew and passengers were taken
to the neutral port of Hampton
Roads, Virginia, USA. The
Appam remained at Newport
News for over a year and was
released in 1917. 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 120
EDWARD VII SILVER
PHOTOGRAPH FRAME of
shaped outline, Birmingham 1901 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 121
SILVER CIGAR CUTTER AND
INTEGRATED PIERCER with
engine turned decoration,
Birmingham hallmarks 
Estimate: £50.00 - £60.00

Lot: 122
SILVER PROPELLING PENCIL
with engine turned decoration,
marked 'Yard O Led' and 'Pat.
No. 422767' 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 123
EDWARDIAN SILVER THIMBLE
Chester 1907, later silver thimble
with Sheffield marks, George V
silver desk piece with central
turned wood handle, Birmingham
1923, and an engine turned silver
cigarette holder marked '935' (4) 

Estimate: £25.00 - £30.00

Lot: 124
DANISH SILVER OWL
BOOKMARK by Bernhard Hertz,
with inset cabochon eyes,
marked 'BH 830S', 8.7cm long 
Estimate: £70.00 - £90.00

Lot: 125
MALAYSIAN SILVER BLADED
KRIS LETTER OPENER with
carved horn handle, the blade
with birds and foliate decoration,
20cm total length 
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 126
MEXICAN SILVER PICKLE
FORK AND SPOON with carved
green hardstone handles 
Estimate: £25.00 - £35.00

Lot: 127
SILVER AND TURQUOISE SET
BELT BUCKLE the central
turquoise stone surrounded by
gadrooned decoration to the
silver buckle, total weight
approximately 97 grams 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 128
SUITE OF VICTORIAN SILVER
CUTLERY all with shaped scroll
handles, comprising four table
spoons, London 1843; two table
spoons, Glasgow 1860; four
dinner forks, Glasgow 1860 and
two dinner forks, Glasgow 1854;
six dessert spoons, Glasgow
1854; and six dessert forks,
Glasgow 1860, approximately
1620 grams 
Estimate: £800.00 - £900.00
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Lot: 129
SILVER DRINKING STRAW
engraved 'thus', London and 925
marks, 21.9cm long 
Estimate: £25.00 - £30.00

Lot: 130
EDWARD VIII SILVER
WISHBONE SUGAR TONGS
hallmarked for Edinburgh 1936  
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 131
SILVER TODDY LADLE the bowl
engraved with initials 'I.W' 'T.D'
and 'M.L' and dated 1800, with
twist whalebone handle 
Estimate: £100.00 - £120.00

Lot: 132
SILVER TODDY LADLE the
shaped bowl with hallmarks for
Sheffield 1971, the wooden
handle with twist detail 
Estimate: £100.00 - £120.00

Lot: 133
COLLECTION OF SILVER
ITEMS comprising  George V
silver vesta case with engraved
scroll decoration; Edward VI
silver vesta case section (hinged
cover lacking); a silver thimble; a
silver bookmark with butterfly
finial; a silver mizpah brooch; and
another filigree design brooch (6) 
Estimate: £50.00 - £60.00

Lot: 134
COLLECTION OF VICTORIAN
AND LATER SILVER and a
plated condiment set, the small
chalice with embossed menorah
decoration and indistinct marks,
10cm high; the other four of
varying designs and heights; the

condiment set having the original
blue glass liners (8) 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 135
GEORGE V CASED HAIR
BRUSHES the pair inscribed GH,
together with a silver backed
comb, Birmingham 1926, plus
two shaped silver backed hair
brushes, Birmingham 1939  
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 136
VICTORIAN CASED SILVER
BUTTONHOOK AND
SHOEHORN  marked for Chester
and Birmingham 1863; two cake
knifes, one with a silver handle
Sheffield 1966, the other with a
silver collar Sheffield 1923;
together with a quantity of silver
plate to include a christening mug
and napkin ring, six cased tea
knifes with ivorine handles, six
cased tea knifes with blue
stained handles and a cased set
of twelve tea spoons and a pair
of sugar tongs  
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 137
INDIAN SILVER BOWL in the
form of a Lotus flower, each of
the petals with relief flower
decoration, raised on three
dolphin supports, 6cm high; and
a WMF twin handled vase, the
handles with feathered detail,
23.8cm high (2) 
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 138
COLLECTION OF SILVER
ITEMS comprising a 'Teacher's
Whisky 1830-1930' pocket knife,
Sheffield 1930 with box; small
George V desk ornament with
mother of pearl horns, Chester
1914; period silver mounted cake
knife, Sheffield 1922 with box;
Sterling silver and enamel
'Winnipeg' souvenir pen knife;
bookmark with thistle finial;
Edwardian button hook; period
silver topped walking cane,
London 1905; and part of a
George III teaspoon, Edinburgh
1814 (8) 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 139
19th CENTURY GERMAN
SILVER TODDY LADLE the
reverse of the silver stem
engraved 'H.F.Dahl u. Frau d.2
Juli 1891', with long wooden
handle 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 140
ASSORTED SILVER PLATED
ITEMS to include a scallop shell
shaped dish on three feet, a
pierced fruit dish, a swing
handled dish with pierced
decoration and removable glass
bottom; and a silver mounted and
cased horn handled carving set,
lacking knife, Sheffield 1896 and
1897 
Estimate: £25.00 - £30.00

Lot: 141
QUANTITY OF SILVER PLATED
FLATWARE to include six table
forks, three dessert forks, six
dessert spoons, five tea spoons
and two serving spoons  
Estimate: £25.00 - £30.00

Lot: 142
LARGE QUANTITY OF PLATED
FLATWARE to include a cased
set of Walker and Hall for six
place setting contained in a fitted
case, a cased set of plated
servers, cased set of twelve tea
spoons and sugar tongs, six
cased tea knives, six cased cake
forks, cased set of six tea spoons
and other flatware  
Estimate: £70.00 - £90.00

Lot: 143
VICTORIAN SILVER PLATED
TEA SERVICE comprising
teapot, sugar basin and milk jug,
silver plated sugar sifter, sugar
helmet with scoop, and two
serving trays - one by Walker &
Hall 
Estimate: £25.00 - £30.00

Lot: 144
QUANTITY OF SILVER PLATED
WARES to include two oval
bodied tea pots, a coffee pot, a
sauce boat and dish, sauce boat
with a gadrooned rim, a milk jug
and two twin handled sugar
bowls   
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 145
LARGE QUANTITY OF SILVER
PLATED ITEMS including a large
salver, a serving dish with lid, tea
strainer, two egg cups, a hotel
tea and coffee set, milk jugs and
sugar bowls, toast rack, bottle
coaster with lion mask handles,
wine goblet with twist stem, spill
vase and other items  
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 146
ASSORTED LOT OF SILVER
PLATES WARES comprising an
oak cased canteen for eight
place setting, with serving
spoons, carving set and steel, all
with ivorine handles; ten napkin
rings; a christening cups; a
pierced decorated bon-bon dish;
and a small shaped salver; a
shaped presentation bow; a
presentation cup; and an
octagonal serving bowl with
swing handle 
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 147
QUANTITY OF SILVER PLATED
ARTICLES to include a lidded
serving dish; a circular tray; a
glass and silver plated hip flask,
the lid forming three nips; toast
rack; shaped small dish; pierced
serving dish with swing handle;
and two pewter tankards 
Estimate: £50.00 - £60.00

Lot: 148
SELECTION OF SILVER
PLATED ITEMS to include a
large footed circular fruit bowl,
twin handled sugar bowl, a
pierced decorated sugar bowl
with a blue glass liner and swing
handle, an oval twin handled
bowl with pierced decoration, and
a four piece tea set comprising a
tea pot, hot water jug, milk jug
and twin handled sugar bowl  
Estimate: £70.00 - £90.00
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Lot: 149
TWO SILVER PLATED
SERVING DISHES both of
rectangular form with lift off lids  
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 150
SILVER PLATED SALVER of
shaped outline with shell motifs,
on three scroll supports; a small
lidded dish with turned wooden
handle on four pad feet; a lidded
serving dish of shaped outline
with two sections on lion paw
feet; and a twin handled square
serving dish with canted corners
and beaded rim on four supports  
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 151
LARGE SILVER PLATED OVAL
TRAY with a raised, pierced and
folded gallery, standing on four
lion paw feet, 71.5cm   
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 152
SILVER PLATED SPIRIT
KETTLE ON STAND having an
ebonised shaped handle above a
similar finial to the lid, the stand
with removable burner  
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 153
SILVER PLATED LIDDED
SERVING DISH of shaped
outline with shell motif handles,
the lid and handle decorated with
scrolls, 39.5cm wide 
Estimate: £40.00 - £50.00

Lot: 154
QUANTITY OF SILVER PLATED
WARES to include an oval tray, a
circular salver with a shaped
border, a cased set of six fish
knifes and forks, six cake forks,
six boxed fruit knives, a Walker
and Hall tea pot and another tea
pot  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 155
CANTEEN OF CUTLERY for six
place settings, a cased set of six
tea knives, a cased set of six fish
knives and forks, a boxed cake
knife, six boxed tea knives and
other cutlery and flatware    
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00
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